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Parts List

1 shelf 2448C or 2460C
4 bolt 304980
4 nut 301481
4 casters casters
2 support bar frame A203864 
4 support bar A203900 or A203901
2 collar clip A203866
2 collar clip A204325
4 posts CP63-C
2 three sided frame B201242 or B201243

qty description part  number     

Insert casters into posts.  Assemble split sleeves on the first groove found on the bottom of the post.  The split sleeves snap
together around the posts.  The wider end of the split sleeve faces the bottom of the assembly.  Lower shelf down on posts
until the split sleeves rest sungly in the shelf collars.

1 Casters & Shelf

Assemble split sleeves on the middle of the posts.  The split sleeves snap together around the posts.  The wider end of the
split sleeve faces the bottom of the assembly.  Lay the three-sided frame on top of the spilt sleeves.

2 Three-sided Frame

Assemble split sleeves on the top groove of the posts.  The split sleeves just snap together around the posts.  The wider end
of the split sleeve faces the bottom of the assembly.  Lay the three-sided frame on top of the spilt sleeves.

7 Three-sided Frame

CAUTION
INSPECT CONTENTS IMMEDIATELY AND FILE CLAIM WITH DELIVERING CARRIER FOR ANY

DAMAGE. SAVE YOUR BOX AND ALL PACKING MATERIALS.
YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR DAMAGE TO YOUR UNIT IF RETURNED IMPROPERLY PACKED.

Assemble split sleeve on post so that the number 36 is showing above the split sleeve on the posts. The righthand posts
should have the collar slip with the clip facing the lefthand posts and the lefthand posts should have the clip collar with the
clip facing the righthand posts.  Slide collar clips down onto posts with collars facing appropriate directions.  

3 Bottom Collar Clip

Assemble split sleeve on  post so that the number 58 is showing above the split sleeve on the righthand posts and 58 on the
lefthand posts.  The righthand posts should have the collar clip with the clip facing the left posts and the left posts should have
the collar clip with the clip facing the middle posts.  Slide collar clips down onto posts with collars facing appropriate directions.  

4 Top Collar Clip 

Attach right-side support bar frame to collar clips on inside of righthand posts.  Attach with bolt on inside of post and nut on
outside.  Attach lefthand support bar frame to collar clips on inside of outside (left) posts.  Attach with bolt on inside of post
and nut on outside.  

5 Support Bar Frame

Place support bar into support bar frame in 2nd slot.  Place each additional bar into frame leaving approximately 5 slots
between each bar.  

6 Support Bars


